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   INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

LIGHT GUIDE PLATE (LGP)

LIGHT GUIDE PLATE (LGP) INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Diffuser removal. Insert included tool between diffuser and endcap and gently pry the diffuser. Gently pull the 
diffuser down and away. Alternatively, the MEO Optic Tool provided can be used.

2. LGP (Light Guide Plate) removal. Utilizing the Extant Tool-Less Push & Eject System push on LGP approximately 
4” from each end. You will notice the side closest to the led only moves a small distance. Continue pushing on the 
side opposite the LED until the LGP is released. You may have to push on the LGP several times to release it.  
Note: it helps to moisten fingertips slightly during this process.

3. LGP installation. Insert LGP with the reflector side opposite the LED at approximately 45 degrees. Push LGP 
approximately 4” from each end to compress Tool-Less Push to Eject System and push towards LED. Push LGP 
several times up and towards the LED to ensure it is seated properly. Note: it helps to moisten fingertips slightly 
during this process.
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   INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

LIGHT GUIDE PLATE (LGP)

1. Diffuser installation. Start with diffuser rolled up. Unroll 9-12 inches and insert one side of diffuser into the 
channel of the extrusion. Squeeze diffuser causing it to curve outward and insert opposite side into channel. 
Slide fingers along diffuser to insert into channels as you unroll it. Continue this process until diffuser is fully 
installed. For long fixtures or runs tape the beginning of the diffuser to the end cap with a removable type tape 
such as blue painters tape.


